Dear Larry,

Public Records indicate that the Property located at 5265 Goshawk Dr is owned by Larry Milburn. The legal description recorded for your property specifies the general location but is not a survey and does not depict the property boundary lines. The Florida Aerial Imaging Service recommends that all property owners possess and maintain an Aerial Image of their boundary lines in a safe and readily accessible location at all times. This document provides an image of the location of your boundary lines based upon the description that is part of public record. If you do not possess an Aerial Image of your boundary lines, you should obtain one immediately. Any neighbor found to be in boundary line infringement may be obligated to correct the violation or pay you monetary compensation. Failure to exercise and defend your boundary lines with your neighbor’s for a certain length of time may result in the permanent loss of ownership interest in the disputed property. Therefore, to protect your property ownership rights by obtaining an Aerial Image of your boundary lines, please respond to the enclosed order form or call 1-877-770-3555. Thank you for your consideration. PLEASE RESPOND TODAY TO THE ENCLOSED!

SAMPLE AERIAL IMAGE

Aerial Images are 11”x17, in full color and laminated in plastic for durability. They are intended for approximations only. They are accurate to within +/- one foot and updated once a year. If you feel that you have a boundary line infringement that requires more accuracy we recommend that you hire a licensed professional surveyor to perform an on site land stake survey.

* Call Toll Free 1-877-770-3555 to order fast
* Or mail the enclosed Order Form with your check payable to:
  Florida Aerial Imaging Service  •  400 Capital Cir., SE STE 18 #309  •  Tallahassee, Florida 32301-3839